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A B S T R A C T
European Union (EU) regulations aim to ensure that the energy performance of buildings meets the cost-optimality criteria for energy efficiency measures. The methodological framework proposed in EU Delegated Regulation 244 is addressed to national authorities (not investors); the optimal cost level is calculated to develop regulations applicable at domestic level. Despite the complexity and the large number of possible combinations of economically viable efficiency measures, the real options for improving energy performance available to decision makers in building retrofit can be established. Our study considers a multi-objective optimization approach to identify the minimum global cost and primary energy needs of 154,000 combinations of energy efficiency measures. The proposed model is solved by the NSGA-II multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. As a result, the cost-optimal levels and a return on investment approach are compared for a set of suitable solutions for a reference building. Eighteen combinations of retrofit measures are selected and an analysis of the influence of real options on investments is proposed. We show that a sound methodological approach to determining the advantages of this type of investment should be offered so that Member States can provide valuable information and ensure that the minimum requirements are profitable to most investors.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Following the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) (EPBD, 2010), Member States shall comply with the Delegated Regulation 244/2012 (EU, 2012) to calculate the cost of energy efficiency measures applied to reference buildings over the estimated economic life cycle. Common information, such as long-term estimates of carbon prices and the evolution of energy prices (expected up to 2050), is provided by the European Commission (Eurostat–EU Energy, 2013; Eurostat, 2014).

In July 2013, Portugal sent the nationwide report (DGEG, 2013) specified in Article 6 of the Delegated Regulation (EU, 2012) containing the data and assumptions used for cost-optimal calculations. However, this report only refers to new buildings, which annually represented less than 1% of Portugal’s building stock (INE, 2013). The cost-optimal measures were selected using the Monte Carlo simulation techniques. It neither includes a sensitivity analysis of the discount rates and the evolution of energy prices, nor indicates the use of renewable energy sources required in (EU, 2012).

When transposing the methodological framework proposed in EPBD (2010), the Portuguese legislation established a methodology for calculating the economic feasibility (REH, 2013). However, this methodology only applies to wholesale and retail building trade services in the following situations: (1) design and construction of new buildings; (2) "major renovation" of the envelope or technical systems in existing buildings; and (3) energy assessment and...
maintenance of new and existing buildings undergoing major reno-
vation under the energy certification system for buildings.

The Order (extract) 15793-L/2013 (Despacho, 2013) states that
projects are contingent upon economic feasibility, with mandatory
implementation when the relevant study shows that there are no
technical, legal or administrative limitations or constraints on the
installation and the simple payback period is eight years or less.

The term “major renovations” mentioned by EPBD is transposed
into the national context as changes in the envelope and/or tech-
nical systems amounting to 25% or more of the building market
value. Thus, an investment analysis to assess profitability should
not be restricted to a mere simple payback period study. However,
despite the inherent risk and uncertainty, energy retrofit projects
offer options and flexibility for making subsequent decisions that
affect the future cash flows and the project life cycle.

In short, Portugal faces the same difficulties of other countries in
the EU-28: the large amount of possible combinations of efficiency
measures for energy retrofit of buildings hinder the selection of
the cost-optimal ones and the lack of a clear policy does not attract
private investment.

The aim of this study is to contextualize the real options in
energy retrofit of buildings and show the best options on the return
on investment criteria (ROI), based on Portuguese market prices.
The goal is not to assign quantitative and absolute values to these
options, but to value measures more profitable than the business
as usual (BAU) scenario. A multi-objective optimization problem
designed to minimize the global cost and primary energy needs of
the energy efficiency measures is developed. Section 2 discusses the
risks, uncertainties and relevance of applying real options theory
to cost optimality studies on the energy retrofit of buildings. The
methodology and a case study are presented in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, illustrative results are presented and their implications from
the perspective of real options are discussed. Some conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Risk, uncertainty and real options in energy retrofit of
buildings

The evidence of financial gains of energy efficiency invest-
ments in existing buildings is to our knowledge still rather limited
(Christersson, Vimpani, & Jnnula, 2015). The energy retrofit of
buildings involves irreversibility issues and the possibility of
deferral associated with the investment. This investment can be
considered low risk, but also with little or no liquidity. Traditional
investment analysis criteria, such as the net present value (NPV),
tend to underestimate its value since, in general, they do not incor-
porate operational flexibility issues and other strategic factors in
the calculation process, in particular the possibility of deferral
(Soares, 1996).

Although there is some commitment to keep a given solution for
a long time once the decision to implement has been made, it is pos-
sible to revert previous decisions when circumstances and/or the
technology change. For example, heating systems, whether con-
ventional or based on renewable energy sources (RES), may be
replaced by an alternative system at the end of their life cycle,
appreciably shorter than the 30-year period recommended in (EU,
2012). Building owners can then decide to redirect their invest-
ment, which denotes a certain strategic adaptability. Therefore,
real options increase the value of the project and should be added to
the NPV. The greater the number of options and the associated
uncertainty, the higher the project value (Silva, 1999).

The selection of actions to improve energy efficiency in
buildings is a problem involving multiple, incommensurate and
generally conflicting axes of evaluation of the merits of those
actions. These problems may be tackled using multi-objective
optimization models, in which the set of potential alternatives
is implicitly defined by constraints defining a feasible region
and multiple objective functions are optimized, or multi-criteria
decision analysis, in which the alternatives are explicitly known a-
priori to be appraised by (qualitative and/or quantitative) multiple
criteria. Simulation techniques are also used to deal with this prob-
lem, in general focusing on particular aspects rather than following
a global approach (Asadi, Silva, Antunes, Dias, & Glickman, 2014;
Caccavelli & Gugerli, 2002; Chidiac, Catania, & Morofofsky, 2011a;
Chidiac, Catania, Morofofsky, & Foo, 2011b; Dikakii, Grigouodis,
& Kolokotsa, 2008; Doukas, Nychtis, & Psarras, 2009; Soares et al., in

It is not always possible to establish numerical techniques either
directly addressing the stochastic process (Monte Carlo simula-
tion, for example) or based on the resulting differential equations
(Pindyck, 1988). Monte Carlo techniques compute the expected
value and the dispersion (standard deviation) of a variable (for
example, cash flow), considering the variation range and the proba-
bility distribution of a set of uncertain parameters. However, these
techiniques do not distinguish between technical and economic
uncertainty, so their use in cost-optimal approaches is not ap-
propriate. It should be noted that future economic uncertainty overlaps
technical performance uncertainty, so it cannot be easily defined
in a probabilistic manner (Rysane & Choudhary, 2013). The Monte
Carlo simulation techniques are therefore limited and cannot opti-
mize the profitability of energy efficiency measures in buildings.
Instead of simulating all the combinations, the computation time
can be significantly reduced through the use of genetic algorithms
to cope with the combinatorial nature of the problem.

A range of real options can be considered in investments in the
energy retrofit of buildings. Building owners may decide to defer,
abandon, contract, expand or exchange a particular solution for
insulation, heating, cooling, domestic hot water (DHW) or use of
RES on-site as explained below.

Option of waiting or deferral: when there is no regulatory
requirement, the building owner can postpone the implementa-
tion of a specific energy efficiency measure. It is straightforward
to determine the optimal investment time when there is no uncer-
tainty, since it is sufficient to calculate the project NPV associated
with various start dates and select the one with the higher value.
However, this simple rule does not apply in an uncertain context
(Silva, 1999). One example is the uncertainty of future interest
rates that affect the required return rate (the cost of capital) used
as the discount rate. Dealing with uncertainty is still more diffi-
cult when different scenarios for the evolution of energy prices
are considered. The combination of all these issues will determine
the attractiveness of energy efficiency measures. For example, the
replacement of systems may involve a waiting value, especially for
fuel switching. In the case of highly volatile prices, waiting becomes
a more profitable option. However, there is no waiting value in
building envelope retrofit when energy price presents a moderate
and smooth increasing (Kumbaroglu & Madlener, 2012).

Option to abandon or exchange: technically, abandonment
occurs when the decision maker chooses waiving the project still
in the investment start-up phase, and exchange is waiving in the op-
erational phase. The optimal time of this waiver is the point where,
when comparing future expected cash flows, immediate abandon-
ment has the highest adjusted value (Robichcek & Van Horne, 1967).
In the case of rehabilitation investment, the abandonment option
appears meaningless.

Option to contract or expand: the expansion option has vari-
ous applications in pilot projects and research and development
projects. These projects can have negative NPV in a first approach,
but they can turn out to be quite valuable with a relatively small
investment, since they can collect information leading to larger
investments and less technical uncertainty. In energy retrofit, this
can be represented, for example, by installing insulation at different stages or by modules. The results can be assessed by energy audits (Dall, Specher, & Bruni, 2012) and when experiences are good there are arguments for the expansion of investment. In the opposite scenario, decision makers may not invest in subsequent steps and shrink the investment initially planned. Similarly, it is possible to implement RES on a small scale and expand them as the energy production potential is confirmed.

In summary, the options framework indicates that, all other things being equal, the value of management flexibility (premium option) is greater under uncertainty: it may increase in periods of high interest rates and can grow in longer investment projects or those that can be deferred. Greater uncertainty, higher interest rates or leaving more time before the implementation of a project (even indicating delay in receiving or saving cash flows) do not necessarily represent a worse investment opportunity (Silva, 1999).

We emphasize that the time of retrofit implementation as well as the reinforcement of the energy performance level of building retrofitting, as stated in the EPBD or in national regulations, shall be taken as constraints over which the owner or investor does not have much freedom to defer or delay when it comes to deferring or delaying implementation of the energy efficiency measures.

3. Case study

The building under study is a 2-bedroom single-family dwelling built before 1960. The calculations use climate data from the city of Amarante, located in central region of Portugal, with 1570 °C of heating degree days (HDD) (REH, 2013). It was defined as a reference building representative of detached houses from this period of construction. The geometric and thermal characteristics of this building were established using statistical data provided by the National Agency for Energy (ADENE), available in the Energy Certification System (ECS) database (DGEM, 2013), which contains more than 800,000 certificates.

This building occupies 80 m², it has a heating system with nominal efficiency of 1.00 and a DHW system with nominal efficiency of 0.60. The original thermal transmittance values (U-value) for the roof, walls and ground floor are 2.80, 2.00 and 1.65 [W/(m² °C)], respectively. The thermal insulation option is expanded polystyrene (EPS) with thicknesses ranging from 30 to 180 mm. It is assumed that insulation is applied to the exterior façade, the roofing slab and the ground floor. The reference building has single-glazed wooden framed windows with a solar heat gain coefficient \(g_\text{sw} \) of 0.85 and a thermal transmittance value \( U \) of 5.10 [W/(m² °C)], which are replaced in some retrofit packages (set of measures to be applied to the building). The options for windows replacement have \( U \) values ranging from 1.21 to 2.45 [W/(m² °C)] and coefficients \( g_\text{sw} \) from 0.30 to 0.59.

The energy retrofit packages combine 10 solutions for roof, 10 for exterior walls and 10 for ground floor thermal insulation, 11 options for windows replacement and the use of 4 different heating and DHW systems, plus 4 options for RES. A total of 154,000 packages were obtained discounting 22,000 adverse combinations. The heating and DHW systems defined as energy efficiency retrofit measures are an air conditioner \((\text{AC})\) (for heating only), a biomass boiler \((\text{BM})\) and a gas boiler \((\text{GB})\) for both heating and DHW. The technical performance details were based on the most widely used systems in the Portuguese market (CYPE, 2014) and an annual maintenance cost of 1% of the initial investment was considered. Table 1 shows the possible combinations of heating and DHW systems. These set of combinations were compared with the heating and DHW systems defined for the reference building (electric heater, EH, and gas water heater, GWH). The options for RES are a solar thermal thermosyphon system—ST T, a solar thermal forced circulation system—ST C, and a photovoltaic panel—PV, as shown in Table 2. The PV production is for self-consumption, which means that there is no feed-in tariff. The system uses batteries to store the surplus electricity produced. The efficiencies of renewable energy sources are indicated in Portuguese legislation (REH, 2013) and the system sizes were selected to prevent waste of energy in all the simulated scenarios.

3.1. Methodology

The energy needs were calculated using the seasonal methodology of EN ISO 13790:2008 (European, 2008), as it was adopted in Portugal. The calculation is first performed assuming permanent use of heating systems throughout the winter. However, since the real energy consumption is lower than the estimated value obtained with the seasonal method, a consumption reduction factor was considered taking into account the heating habits nationwide. Considering the recent trend of growing use of electrical heating systems and the improvement in their efficiency, this energy source was used as a reference. According to the latest survey (2010) by the national statistics institute (ICESD, 2010) (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2011), 51.7% of households used electricity for heating. The annual electricity consumption for heating per housing unit was 418.6 [kWh] (0.036 [toe]), for buildings with an average area of 106.6 [m²] and an average heated area of 50.6 [m²] (47.5% of the total area). Thus, the actual annual consumption of final energy was 8.3 [kW h/m²] of the heated area.

### Table 1
Heating and DHW system combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heating system</th>
<th>DHW system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h.1 Electric heater</td>
<td>w.1 Gas water heater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.2 Air conditioner</td>
<td>w.2 Gas water heater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.3 Biomass boiler</td>
<td>w.3 Biomass boiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.4 Gas boiler</td>
<td>w.4 Gas boiler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Power [kW]</th>
<th>Investment [€]</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Power [kW]</th>
<th>Investment [€]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1098</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>4948</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8–16</td>
<td>4776</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8–16</td>
<td>3053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–23.6</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td></td>
<td>7–23.6</td>
<td>972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Obs.: h.k identifies each heating system and w.k identifies each DHW system, where h.1 combines only with w.1 and so on. The values of the initial investment cost include taxes and fees. It was assumed that 39% of the investment associated with BM and GB is relative to DHW. |

### Table 2
Renewable energy sources (RES) systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r.k</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Energy source</th>
<th>Energy produced</th>
<th>Surface [m²]</th>
<th>Investment [€]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r.1</td>
<td>Solar thermal thermosyphon</td>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Thermal</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.2</td>
<td>Solar thermal forced circulation</td>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Thermal</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>3319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.3</td>
<td>Photovoltaic panel</td>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>12855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Obs.: r.k identifies each RES system. Combinations among RES systems were not considered. The values of the initial investment cost include taxes and fees. |
According to the Energy Certification System (ECS) (DDEG, 2013), the final average for energy used for heating is 61.6 [kWh/m²]. This is the result of the seasonal method calculations assuming permanent heating. Establishing a relationship between the two sets of data shows that the final heating energy consumption reported by ICESD represents 13.4% of the estimated values available in the ECS.

Thus, a consumption reduction factor (occupancy pattern) of 0.134 was applied to be closer to the Portuguese heating habits. For example, in the reference building, the average monthly energy bill just for heating and DHW is € 336.40, considering 100% of the estimated energy needs by the seasonal method and € 86.96 with the reduction factor (13.4%).

The energy price trend has been estimated by the EU covering the period up to 2050 (Eurostat–EU Energy, 2013). The energy costs for electricity (€ 0.2375/kWh) and natural gas (€ 0.1004/kWh) were obtained from data provided by the Portuguese regulator for energy services (ERSE) (ERSE, 2009). The energy cost for pellets (€ 0.0492/kWh) was based on current market cost. The primary energy conversion factors considered were 2.5 kWhep/kWh for electricity and 1 kW hep/kWh for gas and pellets, according to Order (extract) D-15793/2013 (extrato, 2013). The primary energy conversion factors considered for RES were 1.0 kWhep/kWh, even for electricity produced by photovoltaic panels since it is used only in self-consumption mode.

The economic analysis of conventional systems recommended in ISO 15459 (European Committee for Standardization, 2007) was extended and adapted to the previous selection of RES, insulation options and windows. The solutions were compared with respect to profitability in common cost units, which were euros per kilowatt hour [€/kWh] for equipment (systems) and euro per thermal resistance [€/m] in the case of insulation and windows (building envelope). Initial investment and maintenance costs were provided by manufacturers associations or obtained through sampling of quotations from the consumer market (CYPE, 2014). For replacement costs, it was considered a lifespan (tL) for each period of: 50 years (tL = 50) for insulation, 40 years (tL = 40) for windows and 20 years (tL = 20) for all systems, including RES.

After the useful energy needs for 154,000 packages of measures were obtained, their global cost in the financial perspective described in (EU, 2012) (considering only the return on investment) was calculated. A 6% nominal discount rate (excluding inflation) was applied to the various costs incurred in an economic lifecycle of 30 years, this being the value currently offered by credit lines especially dedicated to retrofit projects (Buildings Performance Institute Europe, 2013). In addition to the criteria required by (EU, 2012), four indicators were calculated: simple and adjusted payback period, internal rate of return on investment (IRR) and return on investment (ROI).

Following the cost optimality concept, the objective functions  and  represent the primary energy needs and global cost, respectively. We consider a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) in a minimization context. Thus, a MOP is defined as follows (Marler & Arora, 2004). Let  = {, : , , ∈ , = 1, 2}, the MOP being defined as:

\[
\text{Minimize : } \rightarrow \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{f}(\rightarrow \mathbf{x}) = [f_1(\rightarrow \mathbf{x}), f_2(\rightarrow \mathbf{x})]
\]

\[
\rightarrow \mathbf{x} = [x_1, \ldots, x_n] \in \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n
\]

\[
\rightarrow \mathbf{y} = [y_1 = f_1(\rightarrow \mathbf{x}), y_2 = f_2(\rightarrow \mathbf{x})] \in \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m
\]

where,  is a vector of n decision variables, while  represents a 2-dimensional objective vector mapping solutions  into  into the objective function space . The objective functions are defined by Eqs. (4) and (5).

Each component of the  vector corresponds to a decision variable, i.e., specifies the cost and corresponding technical characteristics linked to each retrofit option. Thus, for roof (#1), walls (#2), ground floor (#3) and windows (#4), the technical characteristic is thermal transmittance value . For heating (#5) and DHW (#6), the technical characteristic is efficiency and for RES (#7) is energy production. Fig. 1 shows the solution representation (encoding), where each vector position has a set of possible valid values:

\[
\mathbf{X} = \#1 \#2 \#3 \#4 \#5 \#6 \#7
\]

\[
x_1 \ x_2 \ x_3 \ x_4 \ x_5 \ x_6 \ x_7
\]

Fig. 1. Representation of the decision variables.

3.1.1. Primary energy needs

In this study, the cooling needs were not considered. According to the Portuguese legislation, it is allowed to neglect the cooling needs once the risk of overheating is minimal. Thus, the total primary energy needs,  PE, result from the sum of the heating energy needs,  E_h,k, and domestic hot water production,  E_w,k, less any contributions from renewable energy sources per m² of floor area,  E_r,k (adapted from (REH, 2013)):

\[
f_1(\rightarrow \mathbf{x}) = \mathbf{PE}(\rightarrow \mathbf{x}) = \sum_{k=0}^{K_h} \frac{f_{h,k}(x_k)E_{h,k}(x_k)}{n_{h,k}(x_k)} P_{h,k}(x_k)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k=0}^{K_w} \frac{f_{w,k}(x_k)E_{w,k}(x_k)}{n_{w,k}(x_k)} P_{w,k}(x_k) - \sum_{k=0}^{K_r} E_{r,k}(x_k) P_{r,k}(x_k)
\]

where, given a system k is linked to a single energy source;  is the number of systems for space heating, DHW and renewable energy production, respectively;  and  are the percentage of the energy needs provided by each system k;  and  are the conversion factor between final energy and primary energy of each system k;  and  are the efficiency of each system and  to  are the associated decision variables, because these variables have a direct effect on the two objective functions, while the variables  to  affect the useful energy needs and, indirectly, the objective functions (see Fig. 1).

The useful energy needs of the building,  and  are input data to the genetic algorithm and were previously calculated by a software developed for this purpose, which follows the standard seasonal method proposed in EN ISO 13790:2008 (European, 2008) together with specific rules defined in the Portuguese legislation (REH, 2013). This calculation uses the decision variables  to  to obtain  since the useful energy needs also depend on the insulation thicknesses and windows, among other factors.

The current Portuguese legislation determines that the minimum energy requirements for existing buildings undergoing major interventions should be established based on reference parameters of thermal and energy efficiency applied to the envelope and equipment of the building. In case of existing buildings constructed before 1960 it is accepted that the value of PE can exceed up to 50% the regulatory limit set for new buildings.

3.1.2. Global cost

The global cost,  for set of measures  (where,  corresponds to the BAU scenario), referring to starting year, , over the planning period , results from the sum of the full investment costs,  and the energy costs,  during year , affected
by the discount factor, $D_i$. In this study a period $\tau = 30$ years was considered:

$$f_2 = GC(\rightarrow x, \tau) = \sum_{j=0}^{\tau} \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{j} IC_{i,j}(\rightarrow x) + EC_{i,j}(\rightarrow x) \right] D_i$$

The discount factor for year $i$, $D_i$, is based on the real discount rate $R$ to be calculated as:

$$D_i = \left( \frac{1}{1 + R/100} \right)^i$$

The investment costs, $IC_{i,j}$, result from a broad concept of full investment cost and are obtained from the sum of the initial investment, $I_{i,j}$, the maintenance costs, $M_{i,j}$, the replacement costs, $R_{i,j}$, less the residual value, $V_{i,j}$:

$$IC_{i,j}(x) = (I_{i,j} + M_{i,j} + \delta R_{i,j} - \delta V_{i,j})$$

where, $\delta m$ is the Kronecker delta symbol to be calculated as:

$$\delta_{mn} = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } n \neq m \\ 1, & \text{if } n = m \end{cases}$$

The replacement costs, $R_{i,j}$, associated with each set of measures are added just at the end of the respective lifespan $\tau_i$. Similarly, the residual value, $V_{i,j}$, is subtracted just at the end of the calculation period $\tau$.

In the case under study, the investment costs, $IC_{i,j}$, result from the sum of the measures obtained by changing 4 elements (insulation, windows, conventional systems and renewable energy systems), identified by the subscripts ins, win, sys and res, respectively:

$$I_{i,j}(\rightarrow x) = \left( I_{\text{ins},i} + I_{\text{win},i} + I_{\text{sys},i} + I_{\text{res},i} \right)$$

In turn, ins (insulation) results from the sum of the 3 envelope elements that are changed, identified by the subscripts insroof, inswalls and insfloor, respectively:

$$I_{\text{ins},i}(\rightarrow x) = \left( I_{\text{insroof},i} + I_{\text{inswalls},i} + I_{\text{insfloor},i} \right)$$

Similarly, sys (systems) and res (renewable energy systems) result from the sum of the systems that are changed, identified by the subscripts h, w, and r (see Tables 1 and 2), respectively for heating, DHW and RES:

$$I_{\text{sys},i}(\rightarrow x) = \sum_{k=1}^{4} \left( I_{h,k,i} + I_{w,k,i} \right), \quad I_{\text{res},i}(\rightarrow x) = \sum_{k=1}^{3} I_{r,k,i}$$

The same procedure is applied to the other parameters $M_{i,j}, R_{i,j}$ and $V_{i,j}$.

The energy costs, $EC_{i,j}$, result from the sum of the energy costs for heating, $EC_{i,h}$, and the energy costs for DHW, $EC_{i,w}$:

$$EC_{i,j}(\rightarrow x) = \left( EC_{i,h} + EC_{i,w} \right)$$

The energy costs for heating and DHW, $EC_{i,h}$ and $EC_{i,w}$, result from the final energy, $FE_{i,h}$ and $FE_{i,w}$, respectively, multiplied by the cost for the corresponding source of energy used by each system, $C_{\text{ele},i}$, $C_{\text{gas},i}$ and $C_{\text{pel},i}$ (electricity, gas and pellets), in a given year $i$ for heating

$$EC_{i,h} = \begin{cases} FE_{i,h} \delta f_{k1} C_{\text{ele},i}, \\ FE_{i,h} \delta f_{k2} C_{\text{gas},i}, \\ FE_{i,h} \delta f_{k3} C_{\text{pel},i} \end{cases}$$

and for DHW

$$EC_{i,w} = \begin{cases} FE_{i,w} \delta f_{k1} C_{\text{gas},i}, \\ FE_{i,w} \delta f_{k2} C_{\text{gas},i}, \\ FE_{i,w} \delta f_{k3} C_{\text{pel},i} \end{cases}$$

The net final energy needs after contributions from RES, $FE_{i,h,k}$ and $FE_{i,w,k}$, are obtained assuming the selected heating and DHW systems (Table 1) and RES systems (Table 2). Considering particularities on the relation between conventional and RES systems, $FE_{i,h,k}$ and $FE_{i,w,k}$ are calculated as follows:

$$FE_{i,h,k} = \frac{\delta f_{k1} E_{h,k}}{\eta_{h,k}} - \delta f_{k2} E_{r,k}$$

$$FE_{i,w,k} = \frac{\delta f_{k1} E_{w,k} - \delta f_{k2} E_{r,k}}{\eta_{w,k}}$$

The costs of energy, $C_{\text{ele},i}$, $C_{\text{gas},i}$ and $C_{\text{pel},i}$ are affected by a factor for readjustment $f_{\text{ele},i}$ (being the same for gas and pellets)

$$C_{\text{ele},i} = \begin{cases} C_{\text{ele},i}, & i = 1 \\ C_{\text{ele},i} f_{\text{ele},i}, & 1 < i \leq 30 \end{cases}$$

According to the following indices based on the European Commission’s estimates for energy prices development in the next 30 years (Eurostat–EU Energy, 2013):

$$f_{\text{ele},i} = \begin{cases} 1.0349, & i < 5 \\ 1.0000, & 5 \leq i < 10 \\ 1.0040, & 10 \leq i < 15 \\ 1.0000, & 15 \leq i < 20 \\ -1.0058, & 20 \leq i < 25 \\ -1.0020, & 25 \leq i \leq 30 \end{cases}$$

A multi-objective approach

The case study has variants with RES systems embedded in it, in a total of 154,000 possible combinations (packages). This number of combinations can increase significantly with the addition of new types of components or when the number of systems increases. Due to the large number of possible combinations for the problem under study, we used a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) specially developed to find non-dominated packages (solutions). A non-dominated package is a feasible solution for which no other feasible package exists simultaneously improving all objective functions, i.e. the improvement of an objective function value can only be achieved by accepting to degrade at least another objective function. That is, non-dominated packages entail a trade-off between the competing objectives in order to select a compromise solution. The algorithm proposed was called Genetic Algorithm for Energy Efficiency in Buildings (GAEEB) and its pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1. The GAEEB is based on NSGA-II (Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, & Meyarivan, 2002), which has been used to solve combinatorial problems in several areas as building retrofit (Asadi et al., 2014), optimal placement and sizing of distributed generation (Wanxiing, Ke-yan, Yuan, Xiaoai, & Yunhua, 2015) and generation expansion planning (Kannan, Baskar, McCalley, & Murugan, 2009), among many others.

GAEEB creates a population consisting in set of packages. Each package corresponds to a random combination of the decision variables. Packages are then evaluated. The stopping criterion is the number of evaluations of objective functions. The n package population evolves using selection, crossover and mutation operators. The selection procedure consists in a binary tournament
scheme (Coello, Lamont, & Veldhuizen, 2007). Crossover and mutation operators were especially designed for the problem of building retrofit. A new population with $2 \times n$ packages is created by joining the packages of the pop and popOffspring populations.


The crossover operator – Building Retrofit Crossover, BRC(·) – has been specially designed to create new packages. The BRC operator produces a pair of offspring packages from a pair of parent packages selected from the current population. The crossover operator has probability pc and uses one cut-off point (Fig. 2). In this case, the cut-off point c is chosen at random, where, $1 < c < 7$. The example shows two packages (parent1 and parent2) selected by binary tournament ($c = 3$). The operator creates two packages (offspring1 and offspring2) that are composed of parts of parent1 and parent2.

The mutation operator is a “flip mutation” (Coello et al., 2007). In this building Retrofit Mutation—BRM(·), each package element has a probability pm of experiencing change. This operator is applied to packages resulting from the crossover operator. The new values for each randomly selected element to be altered are obtained from the set of feasible alternatives. This ensures that the new generated packages are feasible.

4. Results

These results were divided for better understanding. First, the results from GAEEB are presented and discussed in Section 4.1. After, results of cost-optimal levels (Section 4.2) and a return on investment approach (Section 4.3) are shown and analysed.

4.1. Results of GAEEB

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the results of GAEEB, which was described in section 3.2. The “brute-force” algorithm was implemented to create all possible packages for the problem, totalling 154,000 combinations. The non-dominated packages were identified using the Efficient Non-dominated Sort with Sequential Search Strategy (Xingyi et al., 2015). The solution proposed by GAEEB was able to generate the optimal cost curve accurately with a significant reduction of processing time.

All the runs considered the following set of parameters: population size ($n$) = 70; number of evaluations ($nEval$) = [500, 750, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000] with step 250; crossover rate (pc) = 0.9; and mutation rate (pm) = 0.04. The experiments involved 33 runs of the GAEEB, using a PC Intel Core i7-3632, 2.2 GHz CPU with 8GB of RAM.

The quality of the results generated by GAEEB was assessed using the hypervolume quality indicator ($H$) (Beume, Fonseca, López-Ibáñez, Paquete, & Vahrenhold, 2009; Zitzler & Thiele, 1998), which is a measure of the space dominated by a set of non-dominated points that are bounded by a dominated point called reference ($P_{ref}$). To compute the hypervolume value, a solution $→ x_i$ in the non-dominated frontier ($PF_{known}$) for a 2-dimensional MOP defines a rectangle area, $c (→ x_i)$, bounded by an origin and $f (→ x_i)$. The union of such rectangle areas is called hypervarea of PF$_{known}$:

$$H(PF_{known}) = \bigcup_{i} c (→ x_i)$$

It is assumed that the reference point ($P_{ref}$) for assessing the hypervolume is the worst value for each objective in the non-dominated region plus 10%.
\[ \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_5\} \] highlighted in Fig. 3 corresponds to hypervolume of \( P_{\text{known}} \) \( \rightarrow x_1 \rightarrow x_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow x_5 \) considering the reference point \( P_{\text{ref}} \).

Fig. 4 shows the hypervolume values calculated for 33 runs of the algorithm for each nEval defined. GAEEB converges to the hypervolume with only 3000 evaluations of the objective functions. The black dots represent the hypervolume obtained by non-dominated packages after evaluation using the "brute force" assessment of 154,000 packages. The non-dominated packages found thereafter compose the optimal Pareto frontier.

Table 3 shows the hypervolume values after 33 runs of the algorithm. The GAP column shows the percentage deviation from the average obtained in relation to hypervolume of the non-dominated solutions. Note that after 2000 evaluations of the objective functions the algorithm has a similar behavior and converges for hypervolume values with GAP below 1.5%.

Fig. 5 presents the non-dominated solutions (packages) found by GAEEB in a single run. GAEEB was able to find a large number of optimum packages (solutions) for the problem under study. Of the 27 optimal packages, i.e., non-dominated packages known to the problem, the GAEEB algorithm found an average of 25.3 optimal packages at 3000 evaluations. In addition, it should be noted that the algorithm requires a very low computation time. GAEEB did 500 evaluations in 84 milliseconds (Intel® Core i5 desktop with 3.30GHz), while only 313 milliseconds were needed to calculate 3000 combinations.

In the negative quadrant, we find the packages that incorporate photovoltaic panels. They produce more energy than what is consumed within the scope of this study (heating of living area and domestic hot water). Table 4 shows 4 selected non-dominated packages found by GAEEB, including values of thermal transmittance value \( U \) for roof (#1), walls (#2), ground floor (#3) and windows (#4) and values for heating (#5), DHW (#6) and RES (#7), as well the results of the primary energy needs and global cost \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), respectively.

### 4.2. Cost-optimal results

The cost-optimal curve behaviour was analysed according to the methodological framework proposed in Delegated Regulation 244. As already explained in 3.1, the primary energy results for the cost optimality assessment were calculated using the seasonal steady-state method with a reduction factor of 0.134. The cost-optimal levels in the financial perspective (FIN= 6%) are presented in Fig. 6. The results show the cost-optimal curves for each combination of insulation, windows and the use of different heating and DHW systems, plus options for RES. The plot presents the distribution of solutions, and it is possible to see groups of packages linked to certain conventional heating systems (electric heater—EH, air conditioner—AC, gas boiler—GB and biomass boiler—BM).
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**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of evaluations</th>
<th>Hypervolume values</th>
<th>Dev. std.</th>
<th>GAP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.6961</td>
<td>0.5237</td>
<td>0.6075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>0.7199</td>
<td>0.5285</td>
<td>0.6484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.7205</td>
<td>0.6032</td>
<td>0.6797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>0.7207</td>
<td>0.6511</td>
<td>0.6982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.7207</td>
<td>0.6572</td>
<td>0.7045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>0.7208</td>
<td>0.6726</td>
<td>0.7091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.7207</td>
<td>0.6767</td>
<td>0.7120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250</td>
<td>0.7208</td>
<td>0.6690</td>
<td>0.7118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.7208</td>
<td>0.6723</td>
<td>0.7134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2750</td>
<td>0.7209</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>0.7106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.7209</td>
<td>0.6721</td>
<td>0.7111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5. Non-dominated packages (solutions) found in a run of GAEEB. In light gray, the search space of the problem created by a “brute force” algorithm is displayed.

Table 4
Selected non-dominated packages found by GAEEB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roof (#1) [W/(m²°C)]</th>
<th>Walls (#2) [W/(m²°C)]</th>
<th>Floor (#3) [W/(m²°C)]</th>
<th>Windows (#4) [W/(m²°C)]</th>
<th>DHW (#5)</th>
<th>Heating (#6)</th>
<th>RES (#7)</th>
<th>$f_1$ [kWh/(m² y)]</th>
<th>$f_2$ [€/m²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.800$^a$</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>1.650</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>−121</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>1.650</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>−132</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>1.650</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>−135</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.187$^b$</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>−138</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ It corresponds to package 13, in Table 5.
$^b$ It corresponds to package 12, in Table 5.

As stated above, in the negative quadrant, for example, two of that clouds are groups of packages that incorporate photovoltaic panel—PV, linked to two different conventional systems: air conditioner (cloud on the left) and electric heater (on the right). The values become negative because the photovoltaic panel produces more energy than consumed in the scope of this study (heating of living area and domestic hot water), being the energy surplus fully tapped by other applications (lighting, appliances etc.). All packages that include biomass boiler, BM, appear concentrated and pointing to zero—primary energy needs since the total energy needs are supplied by RES. Both solar thermal systems, thermosyphon—ST T and forced circulation—ST C, reduce primary energy needs, as it is expected from RES systems, but the solution of thermosyphon has the advantage of reducing the global cost, except in combination with biomass (BM + STT), this system using the lower cost fuel (pellets). The vertical lines show energy limits defined as national requirements that depend on the heating system type (AC—orange, GB—blue and EH—gray).

Fig. 6. Global cost [€/m²] versus primary energy needs [kWh/(m² y)] results for 154,000 retrofit packages, 1570 HDD (Amarante), considering a period of $\tau = 30$ years, in the financial perspective ($\text{FIN} = 6\%$). The national PE requirements (limits) are 50.87 [kWh/(m² y)] for AC, 56.72 [kWh/(m² y)] for GB and BM and 77.23 [kWh/(m² y)] for EH.
4.3. Return on investment approach

In order to determine the advantages of investment in energy retrofit for investors, regarding return on investment analysis, function $f_1$ is replaced by the adjusted value of additional investment, $f_3$, which consists in the total amount invested in energy efficiency measures beyond the BAU scenario. The additional investment, $AI(\tau)$, referring to starting year, $i=0$, over the calculation period $\tau$, results from the full investment costs, $IC_{i,j}$, during year $i$, for measure or set of measures $j$, less $IC_{BAU,i,0}$, which represents the corresponding values for the BAU scenario. These values are discounted referring to the initial year, $i=0$, according a discount factor $D_i$. For calculation in the financial perspective having a period $\tau = 30$ years:

$$f_3 = AI(\tau) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{\tau} IC_{i,j} D_i \right] - \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{\tau} IC_{BAU,i,0} D_i \right]$$

The investor’s point of view is considered the situation changes significantly, as shown in Fig. 7. Packages that include photovoltaic panel, which would be considered best options according to the cost-optimal approach, are not acceptable according to return on investment approach due to the high initial investment required. Since the discount rate is significantly higher than the estimates of

---

**Fig. 7.** (a) Global cost [€/m²] and additional investment [€/m²] results for 154,000 retrofit packages, 1570 HDD (Amarante), considering a period of $\tau = 30$ years, in financial perspective (FIN = 6%); (b) Zoom in range.
the evolution of energy prices suggested by Eurostat (Eurostat–EU Energy, 2013), the potential energy cost savings become insufficient to offset the initial investment.

Fig. 7 includes a grey line where the global cost of a given package, plus the additional investment (amount invested beyond the BAU scenario), is equal to the global cost of the BAU scenario plus costs for maintenance, replacement and residual value of windows and systems already present in the reference building, during the period of $t = 30$ years.

As the global cost and the additional investment are shown in net present value, packages can be compared using this grey line as reference. Only solutions that are within the triangle formed by this line and the axes deliver positive ROI and the additional investment is not higher than the global cost in BAU scenario, when considering a discount rate of 6%. In packages that are on this line, the additional investment does not offset the relative decrease in global cost, when compared with the BAU scenario. The remaining solutions (outside the triangle) can even reduce the global cost (when below € 191.89), but the ROI is negative.

In this type of analysis, the discount rate of 6% can also be understood as cost of capital, especially when the investor does not have the resources and needs to have access to credit lines to make additional investment, in comparison with the BAU scenario. This analysis is limited to the return on investment for packages that provide the same conditions of thermal comfort, not considering other benefits that certain energy retrofit measures can provide. Concerning this issue, the interest of each investor must be considered in the election of the package with higher added value, among those with higher return than the BAU scenario, as well as the minimum requirements at national level. For example, we can see that GB without insulation is the best package from the investor’s point of view but this option does not meet the minimum requirements, as shown in Fig. 8. After installing ST T, the option GB (still without insulation) meets the minimum national requirements.

The replacement of the DHW system presents an opportunity for exchange at the end of the existing equipment’s life cycle. When considering insulation, the best option is the thickness of 30 mm, only in the roof. In this reference building, roof insulation is more cost effective than in the other elements, followed by insulation in the walls. The insulation of the ground floor is the least cost effective due to their high costs because increased difficulties for adoption of this measure in existing buildings. In general, in this reference building as in others, the investment in insulation becomes more cost-effective when useful energy needs are higher or the heating system is a low efficiency one.

The analysis of 18 selected packages of efficiency measures in comparison with the reference scenario shown in Table 5 enables us to understand the impact of each action, alone and in combination. Package 0 represents the reference building in a BAU scenario. The elements that are changed in comparison with the BAU scenario are in yellow. The values that do not meet minimum requirements on primary energy needs, global cost or ROI are in orange, within their respective columns. Similarly, the blue values represent the best within these same columns. Note that package 12 has the lowest need for primary energy, package 13 has the lowest global cost, and package 14 has the highest ROI (taking into account minimum requirements for primary energy) of all 154,000 combinations. Packages 1–4 consist of just the insulation of components, EPS boards with a thickness of 60 or 80 mm. In Package 5 only the windows are replaced. Packages 6–11 consist of replacing systems or installation of RES systems. That is, packages 1–11 represent individual measures, highlighted, and their impact on the primary energy needs, global cost and ROI. Packages 12–18 represent combined measures and it is possible to see the interaction between them. The comparison of these packages confirms that replacement of the heating system is far more cost effective than the improvement of insulation in the opaque envelope, according to the economic criterion ROI. While package 14 is the best option, package 12 occupies the 26123st position in the ROI ranking.

![Fig. 8. Global cost [€/m²] and primary energy needs [kWh/(m²·y)] for 18 selected packages.](image-url)
Table 5
BAU scenario (package 0) and 18 selected packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Insulation</th>
<th>Glazing</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Renewables</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Global cost</th>
<th>ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roof (mm)</td>
<td>Walls (mm)</td>
<td>Floor (mm)</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Panes</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>DHW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>GWH 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GWH 0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Package 14 provides a ROI of 47%, a 15.47% IRR, a simple payback of 6 years and an adjusted payback of 7 years. Package 8 offers the higher ROI over the 30 years, but does not comply with regulations. We must stress that package 14 can only be adopted because the building envelope does not undergo a “major renovation” given that the regulation in force (REH, 2013) establishes minimum requirements for thermal transmittance values in the envelope. This analysis shows the importance of evaluating the return on investment in a long-term rather than in the short-term perspective. It also shows that the cost-optimal approach is not enough to cover the information required by investors.

Fig. 8 shows the cost-optimal graph for the selected packages and regulatory limits to be met for primary energy needs, depending on the equipment used for heating.

For this reference building and the electric heater—EH, the limit stands at 77.23 [kWh/(m² y)]. For the air conditioner, the limit is 50.87 [kWh/(m² y)] and it is 56.72 [kWh/(m² y)] for the gas boiler and the biomass boiler. Thus, the BAU reference scenario (package 0) and packages 1–3, 5, 8–10 and 17–18 do not meet the regulations.

Fig. 9. Global cost [€/m²] and additional investment [€/m²] for 18 selected packages.
Fig. 9 shows the additional investment for the selected packages and the limit where the ROI is similar to the BAU scenario.

Packages 1–7, 9–13 and 18 have a worse economic performance than the BAU scenario, although packages 7 and 11–13 raise the building to the NZEB condition (nearby zero energy building), with primary energy demand below 15 [kW h/(m² y)].

Regarding the real options that are available to investors, it is clear that the profitability depends on the heating system that is adopted. Investment in systems with high efficiency or low primary energy conversion factor can even allow the deferral of investment in insulation or replacing windows. The investment in the envelope represents a capital commitment for an extended period of time due to the long life cycles of these materials. Table 6 summarizes the analysis of real options.

The DHW system could be exchanged at the end of the life cycle of existing equipment; however, this represents a small reduction in the global cost. The combination of the gas boiler and the solar thermal thermosyphon system provides an immediate investment opportunity, since the building does not have architectural or technical restrictions, such as orientation of the building or shade. This option is better than the investment in an air conditioner in combination with a gas water heater, for this range of useful energy needs. The biomass system, here designed for heating and DHW in the entire the building, offers negative ROI, although it significantly reduces the primary energy needs. Possibly it can be a good alternative in the coming years, supplementing the solar thermal system, since the cost of firewood and pellets should remain low. This type of application requires further technical research.

Regarding the investment in photovoltaic panels, the available technology did not reveal itself profitable. Although it significantly reduces the primary energy needs, these equipment do not offer the attractive return on investment that was provided in the early years of the subsidized scheme. The reduction of the reference rates for micro generation since 2014 discourages the sale of surplus production to the grid by encouraging self-consumption (Decreta, 2014), which makes it an unaffordable investment. At this point, it is unknown whether the cost of initial investment could fall due to technological progress or what the reference tariff policy for the subsidized scheme will be in the coming years.

Assuming a discount rate of 3%, a larger number of packages would present a satisfactory ROI, including the package AC+PV without insulation, as can be seen in Fig. 10. This confirms that credit lines with lower interest rates can encourage investment.

![Graph](image-url)

**Fig. 10.** Global cost [€/m²] and additional investment [€/m²] results for 154,000 retrofit packages, 1570 HDD (Amarante), considering a period of 30 years, in financial perspective (FIN = 3%).

### Table 6

Summary of the analysis of real options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure: Investment in</th>
<th>Lifecycle (years)</th>
<th>Contribution on the global cost [€/m².30 years]</th>
<th>ROI for additional investment</th>
<th>Technical uncertainty</th>
<th>Economic uncertainty</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaic panel (self-consumption)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>−53</td>
<td>−67%</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Deferootnote{Although still having a negative ROI, the price of the equipment has fallen rapidly, determining that this investment option should be reassessed periodically.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar thermal thermosyphon</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>−11</td>
<td>−56%</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Defer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar thermal forced circulation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−122%</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Do not invest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air conditioner (heating, GWH (DHW))</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>−42</td>
<td>−20%</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Do not invest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass boiler (heating, DHW)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>−36</td>
<td>−57%</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Do not invest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas boiler (heating, DHW)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>−59</td>
<td>275%</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Investootnote{As shown in Table 5, the investment in ST T is necessary to sustain the investment in GB and fulfill the minimum national requirements; this package composition has a ROI of 47%}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New windows</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>−197%</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Do not invest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation of the opaque envelope</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Defer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ootnote{Although still having a negative ROI, the price of the equipment has fallen rapidly, determining that this investment option should be reassessed periodically.}

ootnote{As shown in Table 5, the investment in ST T is necessary to sustain the investment in GB and fulfill the minimum national requirements; this package composition has a ROI of 47%}.
in energy retrofit and efficiency measures with lower environmental impact, a fact also detected in previous studies (Tadeu, Rodrigues, Tadeu, Freire, & Simões, 2015). However, GB + STT without insulation remains the best investment option, since GB without insulation does not meet the minimum national requirements.

5. Conclusions

This study assessed the relevance of applying the real options theory and return on investment criteria to the cost optimality of energy efficiency measures in the retrofit of buildings. Eighteen packages leading to 154,000 possible combinations of measures for a reference building were selected. The optimization problem was solved using a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, GAAEB, taking into account the methodological framework proposed by the European Commission. The results from the real options perspective enabled to conclude that:

Regarding the profitability of the measures under analysis, the replacement of the DWH system presents an opportunity for exchanging at the end of the existing equipment life cycle. The combination of gas boiler with solar thermal system provides an immediate investment opportunity. This heating and DWH system is better than the investment in an air conditioner coupled with gas water heater, for a low range of useful energy needs, as the ones considered in this study. The biomass system offers negative ROI, although it significantly reduces the primary energy needs; the photovoltaic panel did not show profitability.

Reducing the cost of capital through provision of public credit lines at rates below 6% may encourage investment in energy retrofit and efficiency measures that minimize the primary energy needs. In this scenario, a larger number of packages with lower environmental impact would have a satisfactory ROI, including renewables.

Regarding the energy retrofit of buildings, an analysis from the perspective of the theory of real options is fundamental because there are irreversibility issues and the possibility of deferral linked to the investment. Mainly in large investment projects, the value of operational flexibility and other strategic factors, in particular the possibility of deferral has to be added to NPV in the calculation process.
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